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Abstract

The paper describes the use of the Gallant-Tauchen e�cient method of moments (EMM)

technique for diagnostic checking of stochastic di�erential equations (SDEs) estimated from

�nancial market data. The EMM technique is a simulation-based method that uses the score

function of an auxiliary model, called the score generator, to de�ne a generalized method

of moments (GMM) objective function. The technique can handle multivariate SDEs where

the state vector is not completely observed. The optimized GMM objective function is

distributed as chi-square and may be used to test model adequacy. Elements of the score

function that have large values reect features of data that a rejected SDE speci�cation does

not describe well and may be used for diagnostic checking. The diagnostics are illustrated by

estimating a Yield-Factor Model from weekly, 1962{1995, term structure data comprised of

short (3 month), medium (12 month), and long (10 year) Treasury rates. The Yield-Factor

Model is sharply rejected, although an extension that permits the local variance function to

be a convex function of a�ne functions of the interest rates comes much closer to describing

the data.
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1 Introduction

This is an expository paper that describes how the e�cient method of moments (EMM) esti-

mator proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1996) can be used for estimation and speci�cation

analysis of a system of stochastic di�erential equations (SDEs). The paper is a summary of

previous work. Ideas are illustrated by a yield curve application, and sources of software are

indicated.

The EMM estimator is a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator in which

the moment function that enters the GMM criterion is the expectation of the score function

of an auxiliary model for the data. We refer to the auxiliary model as the score generator

hereafter. The estimator follows the line work on dynamic simulation estimators initiated

by Ingram and Lee (1991) and Du�e and Singleton (1993). These estimators use long

simulations to compute expectations given a candidate value of the parameter vector. An

important feature of simulation estimators is that they are applicable when the state vector

is partially observed. The distinguishing characteristic of the EMM method is the recom-

mendation of speci�c moment functions that guarantee e�ciency and facilitate speci�cation

analysis. EMM is less computationally demanding than the simulation estimator proposed

by Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault (1993) and Broze, Scaillet, and Zakoian (1995) be-

cause a binding function does not need to be computed at each candidate parameter value

nor does a Hessian need to be computed.

Alternative estimation strategies for scalar stochastic di�erential equations are due to

A��t-Sahalia (1995a, 1995b) and Hansen and Scheinkman (1995). These strategies rely on

moment functions computed directly from the data, rather than moment functions com-

puted by simulation. They require the state to be fully observed in order to estimate all

of the parameters. Lo (1988) discusses maximum likelihood methods. Maximum likelihood

methods are di�cult to implement when the state is partially observed and do not provide

statistics for speci�cation analysis.

As noted above, appropriate choice of the score generator in EMM estimation guarantees

e�ciency and protects against speci�cation error (Gallant and Long, 1995; Tauchen, 1995).

Speci�cally, the score generator must provide a complete statistical description of the ob-
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served series. Here we use the seminonparametric (SNP) density proposed by Gallant and

Tauchen (1989). The SNP density has three identi�able components: a VAR-type location

function, an ARCH-type scale function, and a Hermite polynomial. The Hermite polynomial

accommodates general features of the data beyond those embodied in the location and scale

functions which justi�es a nonparametric interpretation of SNP estimates. The value of the

optimized EMM objective function is chi-square, and thus can be used for forming con�dence

intervals and testing system adequacy. If a �tted stochastic di�erential equation is rejected,

then the studentized scores associated with the parameters of the three components of the

SNP density suggest how the system can be modi�ed to improve the �t.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the SNP nonparametric time

series estimator. In Section 3 we describe the EMM estimator. In Section 4 we describe

application to SDEs and describe SDE simulation schemes. In Section 5 we illustrate by

application to continuous time models of the term structure of interest rates based on the

Yield Factor Model of Du�e and Kan (1993). Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2 SNP Nonparametric Time Series Analysis

Let fytg1t=�1; yt 2 <M ; be a stationary, multiple, discrete time series that is adapted

to a �ltration fFtg1t=�1 (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991, p. 4) and that is Markovian in

L lags in the sense that conditional expectation satis�es E(ytjFt) = E(ytjxt�1) where

xt�1 = (yt�L; : : : ; yt�1):

The stationary distribution of the process is presumed to have a density p(y�L; : : : ; y0)

which is de�ned over <`; ` = M(L + 1): Put y = y0; x = x�1 = (y�L; : : : ; y�1); and write

the stationary, marginal, and conditional densities of the process fytg1t=�1 as p(x; y) =

p(y�L; : : : ; y0); p(x) =
R
p(y�L; : : : ; y0)dy0; p(yjx) = p(x; y)=p(x) respectively. Let f~ytgnt=�L

denote realization from the process fytg1t=�1; that is, f~ytgnt=�L denotes data and fytg1t=�1
denotes the random variables to which the data correspond. We require estimates of the

conditional density p(yjx) rather than the stationary density p(x; y) and therefore propose

to estimate p(yjx) directly rather than indirectly via an estimate of p(x; y):
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We shall describe a class of conditional densities

HK =
n
fK(yjx; �) : � = (�1; �2; � � � ; �pK)

o

proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1989), which they termed SNP for seminonparametric,

that has two properties: (1) The union H =
S1
K=1HK is quite rich and it is reasonable to

assume that the true density p(yjx) of stationary data from a �nancial market is contained

in H: (2) If � is estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood, viz.

~�n = arg max
�2<pK

1

n

nX
t=0

log[fK(~ytj~yt�L; : : : ; ~yt�1; �)];

and if K grows with sample size n [either adaptively as a random variable ~Kn or determin-

istically as a function K(n)]; then

~pn(yjx) = fK(yjx; ~�n)

is a consistent (Gallant and Nychka, 1987) and e�cient (Fenton and Gallant, 1996a; Gal-

lant and Long, 1995) nonparametric estimator of p(yjx) with desirable qualitative features

(Fenton and Gallant, 1996b).

A standard method of describing a conditional density f(yjx; �) is to set forth a location

function �x and a scale function Rx that reduces the process fytg1t=�1 to an innovation

process fztg1t=�1 via the transformation

zt = R�1xt�1(yt � �xt�1):

The description is completed by setting forth a conditional density h(zjx) for the innovation
process. We follow this recipe in describing fK(yjx; �) 2 HK:

The location function �x is a�ne in x

�xt�1 = b0 +Bxt�1 (2:1)

It is presumed to depend on L� � L lags which is accomplished by putting leading columns

of B to zero as required. Note that were we to put Rx to a constant matrix and eliminate the

dependence of the innovation density on x by writing h(z) instead of h(zjx) then fytg1t=�1
would be a vector autoregression (VAR).
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The scale function Rx is a�ne in the absolute value of the di�erence between x and the

location function �x

vech(Rxt�1) = �0 + P jxt�1 � �xt�2 j (2:2)

where vech(R) denotes a vector of length M(M +1)=2 containing the elements of the upper

triangle of R and jxj denotes elementwise absolute value. It is presumed to depend on

LR+L� � L lags which is accomplished by putting leading columns of P to zero as required.

ForM > 1 we recommend setting the elements of P that correspond to o�-diagonal elements

of Rx to zero. Note that were we to eliminate the dependence of the innovation density on

x by writing h(z) instead of h(zjx) then fytg1t=�1 would be an ARCH-type process akin to

that proposed by Nelson (1991). Since the absolute value function is not di�erentiable, juj is
approximated in the formula for Rx above by the twice continuously di�erentiable function

a(u) =

8><
>:

(j100uj � �=2 + 1)=100 j100uj � �=2

(1� cos(100u))=100 j100uj < �=2

Let z� = z�11 � � � z�MM ; j�j = PM
k=1 �k; similarly for x�; and consider the density

hK(zjx) = [PK(z; x)]
2�(z)R

[PK(u; x)]2�(u) du
(2:3)

formed from the polynomial

PK(z; x) =
KzX
�=0

�KxX
�=0

a��x
�
�
z�

where �(z) = (2�)�M=2e�z
0z=2. PK(z; x) is a polynomial of degree Kz in z whose coe�-

cients are, in turn, polynomials of degree Kx in x: The product [PK(z; x)]
2�(z) is a Hermite

polynomial in z with positivity enforced whose coe�cients depend on x: The shape of the

innovation density hK(ztjxt�1) varies with xt�1 which permits hK(ztjxt�1) to exhibit general,
conditional shape heterogeneity. By putting selected elements of the matrix A = [a��] to

zero PK(z; x) can be made to depend on only Lp � L lags from x: Also, when M is large,

coe�cients a�� corresponding to monomials z� that represent high order interactions can be

set to zero with little e�ect on the adequacy of approximations. Let Iz = 0 indicate that

no interaction coe�cients are set to zero, Iz = 1 indicate that coe�cients corresponding to

interactions z� of order larger than Kz � 1 are set to zero, and so on; similarly for x� and
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Ix. One may note that if Kz is put to zero, then the innovation density hK(zjx) is Gaussian.
If Kz > 0 and Kx = 0; then the density can assume arbitrary shape but innovations are

homogeneous.

The change of variables yt = Rxt�1zt + �xt�1 to obtain the density

fK(ytjxt�1; �) =
fPK [R�1xt�1(yt � �xt�1); xt�1]g2�[R�1xt�1(yt � �xt�1)]

jdet(Rxt�1)j1=2
R
[PK(u; xt�1)]2�(u) du

:

completes the description of the SNP density. The vector � contains the coe�cientsA = [a��]

of the Hermite polynomial, the coe�cients [b0; B] of the location function, and the coe�cients

[�0; P ] of the scale function. To achieve identi�cation, the coe�cient a0;0 is set to 1. The

tuning parameters are Lu; Lr; Lp; Kz; Iz; Kz; and Iz; which determine the dimension pK of

�:

Some structural characteristics of fK(ytjxt�1; �) may be noted. If Kz; Kx; and Lr are put

to zero, then fK(ytjxt�1; �) is a Gaussian vector autoregression. If Kx and Lr are put to zero,

then fK(ytjxt�1; �) is a non-Gaussian vector autoregression with homogeneous innovations.

If Kz and Kx are put to zero, then fK(ytjxt�1; �) is a Gaussian ARCH model. If Kx is put

to zero, then fK(ytjxt�1; �) is a non-Gaussian ARCH model with homogeneous innovations.

If Kz > 0; Kx > 0; Lp > 0; L� > 0; and Lr > 0; then fK(ytjxt�1; �) is a general nonlinear

process with heterogeneous innovations.

How best to select the tuning parameters Lu; Lr; Lp; Kz; Iz; Kz; and Iz is an open

question. At present we recommend moving along an upward expansion path using the BIC

criterion (Schwarz, 1978)

BIC = sn(~�) + (1=2)(pK=n) ln(n);

sn(�) = �1

n

nX
t=0

log[fK(~ytj~yt�L; : : : ; ~yt�1; �)];

to guide the search, models with small values of BIC being preferred. An alternative to BIC

is the Hannan and Quinn (Hannan, 1987) criterion

HQ = sn(�̂) + (p�=n) ln[ln(n)]:

The expansion path has a tree structure. Rather than examining the full tree, our strategy

is to expand �rst in Lu with Lr = Lp = Kz = Kz = 0 until BIC turns upward. We then
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expand in Lr with Lp = Kz = Kz = 0: Next we expand Kz with Kx = 0 and lastly Lp and

Kx. We also expand Kz; Lp and Kx at a few intermediate values of Lr because it sometimes

happens that the smallest value of BIC lies elsewhere within the tree. Frequently this process

terminates with Kx = 0: As a precaution we compute the residuals

~et =
h
Var(ytjxt�1)

i�1=2h
yt � E(ytjxt�1)

i

with E(�jx) and Var(�jx) computed under fK(yjx; ~�) and test for the signi�cance of a regres-

sion of ~et on a polynomial of degree three in xt�1: This regression often detects a need to

increase Lp and Kx and also suggests the appropriated value for Lp: The tuning parameter

selection strategy just described has given reasonable results in much applied work. See

Fenton and Gallant (1996b) and the references therein.

Fortran code, a User's Guide in PostScript (Gallant and Tauchen, 1995a), and PC exe-

cutables for quasi-maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the SNP density are

available by anonymous ftp at site ftp.econ.duke.edu in directory pub/arg/snp. The Fortran

code and User's Guide are also available from the Carnegie-Mellon University e-mail server

by sending the one-line e-mail message \send snp from general" to statlib@lib.stat.cmu.edu.

3 E�cient Method of Moments

Let fytg1t=�1; yt 2 <M ; be a stationary, multiple, discrete time series. The stationary

distribution of a stretch yt�L; : : : ; yt from the process fytg1t=�1 is hypothesized to have

density p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) where � is a vector of unknown parameters that must be estimated.

Put y = y0; x = x�1 = (y�L; : : : ; y�1); and write p(x; yj�) = p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�); p(xj�) =
R
p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�)dy0; p(yjx; �) = p(x; yj�)=p(xj�). Let f~ytgnt=�L denote the data from which

� is to be estimated.

We are interested in the situation where an analytic expression for the maintained model

p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) is not available yet expectations of the form

E�(g) =
Z
� � �

Z
g(y�L; : : : ; y0)p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�)dy�L � � � dy0

can be computed by simulation, quadrature, or other numerical means for given �:We focus

on the case where simulation is used to compute E�(g). That is, for given � one generates
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the simulation fŷtgNt=�L from p(yjx; �) and puts

E�(g) = 1

N

NX
t=0

g(ŷt�L; : : : ; ŷt)

with N large enough that Monte Carlo error is negligible. Examples of this situation include

representative agent asset pricing models, general equilibrium rational expectations models,

auction models, and, of particular interest here, systems of stochastic di�erential equations.

Our objective is threefold: (1) estimate �; (2) test the hypothesis that p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) is
the stationary distribution the process fytg1t=�1; and, (3) provide diagnostics that indicate
how a rejected model should be modi�ed to better describe the distribution of the process.

Gallant and Tauchen (1996) proposed an estimator for estimating � in the situation

above. Termed the e�cient method of moments (EMM) estimator, it would be regarded

as a minimum chi-square estimator in the statistics literature and as a generalized method

of moments (GMM) estimator in the econometrics literature. Being minimum chi-square,

the optimized chi-square criterion can be used to test model adequacy. Also, as seen below,

the moments that enter the criterion provide diagnostics that indicate how the maintained

model p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) should be modi�ed if it is rejected by the test of model adequacy.

The moment equations for the EMM estimator are obtained from the score vector

(@=@�) ln f(yjx; �) of an auxiliary model f(yjx; �) that is termed the score generator. Gallant

and Tauchen (1996) show that if the score generator f(yjx; �) encompasses the maintained

model p(yjx; �); then their estimator is as e�cient as maximum likelihood. Tauchen (1995)

sets forth formulae that would lead one to expect that that the EMM estimator will be nearly

as e�cient as maximum likelihood when the score generator f(yjx; �) is a good statistical

approximation to the process fytg1t=�1 in the sense of passing diagnostic tests, etc. Gallant

and Long (1995) support this conjecture by showing that if the score generator is the SNP

density fK(yjx; �) described in Section 2, then the e�ciency of the EMM estimator can be

made as close to that of maximum likelihood as desired by taking K large enough. Moreover,

they show that if fytg1t=�1 is stationary but not Markovian, then the same is true for large

L:

The Gallant-Tauchen EMM estimator �̂n is computed as follows. Use the score generator

f(ytjyt�L; : : : ; yt�1; �) � 2 Rp�
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and the data f~ytgnt=�L to compute the quasi-maximum likelihood estimate

~�n = argmax
�2�

1

n

nX
t=0

log[f(~ytj~yt�L; : : : ; ~yt�1; �)]

and the corresponding estimate of the information matrix

~In = 1

n

nX
t=0

h @
@�

log f(~ytj~xt�1~�n)
ih @
@�

log f(~ytj~xt�1; ~�n)
i0
:

If the score generator f(yjx; �) is not an adequate statistical approximation to the data, then

one of the more complicated expressions for ~In set forth in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) must

be used. If the SNP density fK(yjx; �) of Section 2 is used as the score generator, and the

model selection protocol of Section 2 is used to determine (Lu; Lr; Lp;Kz; Iz;Kx; Ix); then

one may expect ~In as above to be appropriate (Gallant and Long, 1995).

De�ne

m(�; �) = E�f @
@�

log[f(y0jy�L; : : : ; y�1; �)]
o

which is computed by averaging over a long simulation

m(�; �)
:
=

1

N

NX
t=0

@

@�
log[f(ŷtjŷt�L; : : : ; ŷt�1; �)]:

The estimator is

�̂n = argmin
�2R

m
0

(�; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�; ~�n)

The asymptotics of the estimator, which are derived in Gallant and Tauchen (1996), are

as follows. If �o denotes the true value of � and �o is an isolated solution of the moment

equations m(�o; �) = 0; then

lim
n!1

�̂n = �o a.s.

p
n(�̂n � �o)

L! N
n
0; [(Mo)0(Io)�1(Mo)]�1

o

lim
n!1

M̂n =Mo a.s.

lim
n!1

~In = Io a.s.

where M̂n =M(�̂n; ~�n); M
o =M(�o; �o); M(�; �) = (@=@�0)m(�; �); and

Io = E�o
h @
@�

log f(y0jx�1; �o)
ih @
@�

log f(y0jx�1; �o)
i0
:
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Under the null hypothesis that p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) is the correct model,

L0 = nm0(�̂n; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�̂n; ~�n) (3:1)

is asymptotic chi-square on p��p� degrees freedom. Under the null hypothesis that h(�o) = 0;

where h maps <p� into <q;

Lh = n
h
m0( ^̂�n; ~�n)(~In)�1m( ^̂�n; ~�n)�m0(�̂n; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�̂n; ~�n)

i

is asymptotic chi-square on q degrees freedom where

^̂�n = argmin
h(�)=0

m0(�; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�; ~�n):

A Wald con�dence interval on an element �i of � can by constructed in the usual way

from an asymptotic standard error
p
�̂ii. A standard error may be obtained by computing

the Jacobian Mn(�; �) numerically and taking the estimated asymptotic variance �̂ii to be

the i-th diagonal element of �̂ = (1=n)[(M̂n)
0(~In)�1(M̂n)]

�1. These intervals, which are

symmetric, are somewhat misleading because they do not reect the rapid increase in the

EMM objective function sn(�) = m0(�; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�; ~�n) when �i approaches a value for

which simulations from p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) become explosive. Con�dence intervals obtained by

inverting the criterion di�erence test Lh do reect this phenomenon and are therefore more

useful. To invert the test one puts in the interval those ��i for which Lh for the hypothesis

�oi = ��i is less than the critical point of a chi-square on one degree freedom. To avoid

re-optimization one may use the approximation

^̂�n = �̂n +
��i � �̂in

�̂ii
�̂(i)

in the formula for Lh where �̂(i) is the i-th column of �̂:

When L0 = nm0(�̂n; ~�n)(~In)�1m(�̂n; ~�n) exceeds the chi-square critical point diagnostics

that suggest improvements to the model are desirable. Because

p
nm(�̂n; ~�n)

L! N
n
0;Io � (Mo)[(Mo)0(Io)�1(Mo)]�1(Mo)0

o
;

inspection of the t-ratios

Tn = S�1n
p
nm(�̂n; ~�n); (3:2)
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where Sn =
�
diagf~In� (M̂n)[(M̂n)

0(~In)�1(M̂n)]
�1(M̂n)

0g
�1=2

; can suggest reasons for failure.

Di�erent elements of the score correspond to di�erent characteristics of the data. Large

t-ratios reveal the characteristics that are not well approximated. For this purpose, the

quasi-t-ratios

T̂n = [(diag ~In)1=2]�1
p
nm(�̂n; ~�n); (3:3)

which are under-estimates, may be adequate and are cheaper to compute because they avoid

numerical approximation to M̂n. We investigate the adequacy of quasi-t-ratios in Section 5.

Fortran code and a User's Guide in PostScript (Gallant and Tauchen, 1995b) that imple-

ment the EMM estimator using fK(ytjxt�1; �) as described in Section 2 as the score generator
are available by anonymous ftp at site ftp.econ.duke.edu in directory pub/get/emm.

4 Stochastic Di�erential Equations

Consider application of the EMM estimation and inference methods described in Section 3

to a system of stochastic di�erential equations

dUt = A(Ut; �)dt+B(Ut; �)dWt 0 � t <1:

The parameter � has dimension p�; the state vector Ut has dimension d; Wt is a k-dimensional

vector of independent Wiener processes, A(�; �) maps <d into <d; and B(�; �) is a d�k matrix

comprised of the column vectors B1(�; �); � � � ; Bk(�; �); each of which maps <d into <d: Ut is
interpreted as the solution of the integral equations

Ut = U0 +
Z t

0
A(Us; �) ds+

kX
i=1

Z t

0
Bi(Us; �) dWi

where U0 is the initial condition at time t = 0; and
R t
0 Bi(Us; �) dWis denotes the Ito stochastic

integral (Karatzas and Schreve, 1991).

The system is observed at equally spaced time intervals t = 0; 1; : : : and selected charac-

teristics

yt = T (Ut+L; �) t = �L;�L+ 1; : : :

of the state are recorded, where yt is an M -dimensional vector and L > 0 is the number of

lagged variables that enter the formulas of Section 3.
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An example is the continuous time version of the stochastic volatility model that has

been proposed by Clark (1973), Tauchen and Pitts (1983), and others, as a description of

speculative markets. For daily price observations on two securities the model is

dU1t = (�1 � �2U1t)dt+ �3dW1t

dU2t = (�4 � �5U2t)dt+ �6 exp(U1t)dW2t

dU3t = (�7 � �8U3t)dt+ �9 exp(U1t)dW3t

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

0 � t <1

y1t = U2;t+L

y2t = U3;t+L

9>=
>; t = �L;L+ 1; :::; n

U1t represents an unobserved ow of new information to the market that inuences the

volatility of asset prices U2t and U3t by changing the instantaneous conditional variances of

U2t and U3t. The observed data ~y1t and ~y2t are prices at the end of each trading day. To

achieve identi�cation in estimation, a normalization rule such as �9 = 1 should be imposed.

We assume that Ut; and hence yt; is stationary and ergodic. We further assume that the

stationary distribution of yt is absolutely continuous. Thus, for each setting of parameter �

and lag length L; there exists a time invariant density p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) of the form described

in Section 3 such that

lim
N!1

1

N

NX
t=0

g(ŷt�L; : : : ; ŷt) =
Z
� � �

Z
g(y�L; : : : ; y0) p(y�L; : : : ; y0j�) dy�L � � � dy0

where fŷtgNt=�L is realization of length N + L + 1 from the system. This assumes that g is

integrable and that either U0 is a sample from the stationary distribution of Ut or that a

longer realization was observed and enough initial observations were discarded for transients

to have dissipated. Therefore, all that is needed for implementation of the EMMmethodology

is a practical means for generating the simulation fŷtgNt=�L:
A simulation fŷtgNt=�L for computing

m(�; �)
:
=

1

N

NX
t=0

@

@�
log[f(ŷtjŷt�L; : : : ; ŷt�1; �)]

may be obtained by �rst generating the sequence

Û0; Û�; Û2�; Û3�; : : : ; ÛN+L��; ÛN+L
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with step-size � = 1=n0 from the system

dUt = A(Ut; �)dt+B(Ut; �)dWt 0 � t < N + L

by means of an explicit order 2 weak scheme as described below and then transforming and

retaining every n0 th element to get

ŷt = T (Û�n0(t+L)) = T (Ût+L) t = �L; �L+ 1; : : : ; N:

A simulation fŷtgNt=�L for graphical display or for computation of statistics such as density

estimates may be generated similarly using an explicit order 1 strong scheme, which is

described below. For the results in Subsection 5, time t is in weeks and n0 = 10; which

implies that the simulation step-size is � = 1=10.

The two schemes used here are below. They represent certain choices of tuning parameters

on our part to schemes from Kloeden and Platen (1992, p. 347, p. 376, p. 486). The weak

scheme is valid for autonomous systems dUt = A(Ut; �)dt + B(Ut; �)dWt only. The strong

scheme is valid for non-autonomous systems dUt = A(t; Ut; �)dt + B(t; Ut; �)dWt as well.

Fortran code implementing them are available by anonymous ftp at site ftp.econ.duke.edu

in directory pub/arg/libf as �les stng1.f and weak2.f.

4.1 Explicit Order 2 Weak Scheme

Recursion

Ût+� = Ût +
1

2

h
A(�; �) +A(Ût; �)

i
�

+
1

4

kX
j=1

nh
Bj(R

+
j ; �) +Bj(R

�
j ; �) + 2Bj(Ût; �)

i
�Wj

+
kX

r=1

r 6=j

h
Bj(Y

+
r ; �) +Bj(Y

�
r ; �)� 2Bj(Ût; �)

i
�Wj�

�1=2
o

+
1

2

kX
j=1

nh
Bj(R

+
j ; �)�Bj(R

�
j ; �)

i
Ijj +

kX
r=1

r 6=j

h
Bj(Y

+
r ; �)�Bj(Y

�
r ; �)

i
Irj
o
��1=2

Supporting values

� = Ût +A(Ût; �)� +
kX
j=1

Bj(Ût; �)�Wj
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R�j = Ût +A(Ût; �)��Bj(Ût; �)�
1=2

Y �j = Ût �Bj(Ût; �)�
1=2

Integral approximation

Irj = (1=2)
h
�Wj�Wr + Vrj

i

Vrj = ��I(0; 1
2
](Urj) + �I( 1

2
;1](Urj) r < j

Vrj = �� r = j

Vrj = �Vjr r > j

Independent random variables

�Wj � N(0;�) j = 1; : : : ; k

Urj � U(0; 1] r = 1; : : : ; j � 1; j = 1; : : : ; k

4.2 Explicit Order 1 Strong Scheme

Recursion

Ût+� = Ût +A(t; Ût; �)�+
kX
j=1

Bj(t; Ût; �)�Wj

+
1p
�

kX
j=1

kX
r=1

h
Bj(t;�r; �)�Bj(t; Ût; �)

i
Irj

Supporting values

�j = Ût +A(t; Ût; �)�+Bj(t; Ût; �)
p
�

Integral approximation

Irj = (1=2)
h
(�Wj)

2 ��
i

r = j

Irj = (1=2)�Wr�Wj + (�C)1=2(�r�Wj � �j�Wr) r 6= j

+
�

2�

pX
`=1

1

`

h
�r`
� �Wjq

�=2
+ �j`

�
� �j`

� �Wrq
�=2

+ �r`
�i

C =
1

12
� 1

2�2

pX
`=1

1

l2
p = 50
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Independent random variables

�Wj � N(0;�) j = 1; : : : ; k

�j � N(0; 1) j = 1; : : : ; k

�j` � N(0; 1) j = 1; : : : ; k; ` = 1; : : : ; p

�j` � N(0; 1) j = 1; : : : ; k; ` = 1; : : : ; p

5 An Application to the Term Structure

5.1 Data and Score Generator

The data are 1,735 weekly observations, January 5, 1962 { March 31, 1995, on three interest

rates: the three month Treasury Bill rate from the secondary market (TBILL03M), the twelve

month Treasury Bill rate from the secondary market (TBILL12M), and a ten year constant

maturity Treasury Bond rate (TBOND10Y). Friday rates are used except when unavailable

due to a holiday, in which case the Thursday rate is used. We put ~yt = (TBILL03Mt

TBILL12Mt TBOND10Yt)
0 2 <3 as the observed variable. Figure 1 shows plots of the three

series.

On this data set we estimated by quasi-maximum likelihood the parameters � of the

SNP density fK(yjx; �) under the restriction Kx = 0. Following the model selection protocol

described in Section 2 we obtain Lu = 3; Lr = 4; Kz = 4; Iz = 3 for the tuning parameters.

This model takes the form of an ARCH model with conditionally homogeneous non-Gaussian

errors. The error density is a modi�ed Hermite density as discussed in Section 2 above. The

polynomial P (z) is a quartic in z 2 <3 with all interactions suppressed. We call the score

from this �t the Semiparametric ARCH Score, which is of length p� = 60:

Below, we use this score generator for EMM estimation of continuous time models of the

term structure. EMM applied to a score from an SNP density constrained so that Kx = 0

is consistent and asymptotically normal, so long as the underlying continuous time model is

correctly speci�ed (Gallant and Tauchen, 1996), albeit with a possible e�ciency loss (Gallant

and Long, 1995). Failure to �t this score can, of course, be construed as sharp evidence

against the speci�cation of the continuous time model. However, for reasons discussed in

Tauchen (1995), successful �tting of this score does not necessarily signal correct speci�cation
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of the continuous time model, as this score need not incorporate all salient features of the

data.

5.2 Generalized Power Speci�cations

Let fUtg; t � 0; denote the continuous record on the three interest rates for which ~yt�L = Ut;

t = 0; 1; 2; : : : : We assume Ut is generated by the autonomous system

dUt = A(Ut; �)dt+B(Ut; �)dWt;

where A(U; �) is a 3� 1 vector-valued function and B(U; �) is 3� 3 matrix-valued function,

with U 2 <3 and � 2 <`� .
We examine empirical characteristics of a multivariate power speci�cation in which the

drift and di�usion functions take the form

A(U; �) = �0 + �1U (5.1)

B(U; �) = �0diag[(�1 + �2U)
] (5.2)

where �0 is 3 � 1; �1 is 3� 3; �0 is 3 � 3; �1 is 3 � 1; �2 is 3� 3;  is 3� 1; � contains the

free elements of �0; �1; �0; �1; �2; ; and

diag(V ) =

2
666664

V
1
1 0 0

0 V
2
2 0

0 0 V 3
3

3
777775

for V = �1 + �2U 2 <3: For v;  2 <1 we interpret v = sign(v)jvj as the signed power

function. Using the signed power function makes the di�usion function globally de�ned,

which is tremendously convenient in empirical work, though it does mean some parameters

are identi�ed only up to sign.

The multivariate power speci�cation (5.1)-(5.2) subsumes the Yield-Factor model of

Du�e and Kan (1993), which is obtained by taking  = (0:50 0.50 0.50). The Yield-Factor

model is the multivariate generalization of the square-root model of Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross

(1985). It is analytically convenient, because the local variance function B(U; �)B(U; �)0 is

a�ne in U; which generates closed form expressions for bond prices. If Ut itself is viewed
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as the vector of fundamental factors, then the bond prices are log-linear functions of Ut:

This simplicity is lost, though, if  6= (0:50 0.50 0.50). In this case, the multivariate power

speci�cation is a natural multivariate generalization of the univariate constant elasticity of

variance speci�cation developed by Chan, Karolyi, Longsta�, and Sanders (1992).

5.3 Estimation

We employ the EMM method described in Section 3 to estimate the multivariate power

speci�cation. In computation, we take

m(�; �)
:
=

1

N

NX
t=0

@

@�
log[fK(ŷtjŷt�L; : : : ; ŷt�1; �)]

and use an explicit order 2 weak scheme as described in Subsection 4.1 above. For this work,

time t is scaled so the interval [t; t+1] is one week and n0 = 10; which implies the simulation

step size is � = 0:10. Based on Gallant and Tauchen (1995c) and Tauchen (1995) we use

N = 50; 000 throughout. With the elements of  pinned � contains p� = 30 parameters.

Since p� = 60; then the scaled objective function L0; de�ned in (3.1) above, follows a X 2(30)

under the null hypothesis of correct speci�cation of the SDE.

Estimating the multivariate power speci�cation (5.1)-(5.2) with  = (0:50 0.50 0.50) gives

L0 = 133:563; p-value < 10�12: Evidently, an a�ne local variance function is sharply at odds

with the data.

Figures 2{4 reveal the empirical shortcomings of the speci�cation with  = (0:50 0.50

0.50). The �gures show the t diagnostics presented in Section 3 for the three groups of

parameters of the SNP density. These diagnostics are the studentized elements of the score

vector m(�̂n; ~�n). The �gures contain both forms of the diagnostics in order to assess robust-

ness. The quasi-t-ratios, de�ned in (3.3) above and shown in the top panels of the �gures,

are very easy to compute but biased downward in magnitude relative to 2.0. The t-ratios,

de�ned in (3.2) above and shown in the bottom panels, are asymptotically unbiased indica-

tors of misspeci�cation but more di�cult to compute. Numerical �rst derivatives were used

to compute the Jacobian matrix estimate M̂n:

Figure 2 shows the t-ratio diagnostics on the elements of the score vector for the parame-

ters of the location �xt�1 de�ned in (2.1). The t-ratio on the intercept in the TBILL12M equa-
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tion suggests this speci�cation has trouble �tting the unconditional mean of the TBILL12M

series, though the other t-ratios would be considered statistically insigni�cant.

Figure 3 shows the t-ratio diagnostics on the elements of the score vector corresponding

to the scale function Rxt�1 de�ned in (2.2). Nearly all t-ratios on the scale function scores are

above 2.0 in magnitude, indicating that this speci�cation has trouble tracking the conditional

second moments of all three interest rates. The signs of the t-ratios are the same because of

correlations across the scores.

Figure 4 shows the t-ratio diagnostics on the elements corresponding to the Hermite

polynomial parameters. From this �gure it is seen that the speci�cation �ts the scores on

the odd powers but fails to �t those on the the even powers of the polynomial. From extensive

previous experience with SNP, we know that the even powers of the Hermite tend to control

the tail-thickness while odd powers control asymmetries, though the association between

degree and these features of the density is not quite exact because the polynomial is squared

in (2.3). The evidence in Figure 4 suggests that the predicted discrete-time innovation

density from the �tted SDE is not su�ciently leptokurtic relative to the Gaussian density.

From �ndings reported in Conley, Hansen, and Scheinkman (1995), A��t-Sahalia (1995a),

and Tauchen (1995), who estimate continuous time models on univariate short-rate data, one

expects a speci�cation with exponents above 0.50 to do better. A very detailed examination

of the objective is beyond the scope of this paper, and some preliminary �ndings are reported

in Gallant and Tauchen (1995c). Here we re-estimate the SDE speci�cation (5.1)-(5.2) with

 = (0:80 0.80 0.80), which gives L0 = 57:089; p-value = 0:00169: Though this speci�cation

does not quite accommodate the Semiparametric ARCH Score, the improvement in �t in-

dicates that a local variance function that is convex in linear combinations of the interest

rates is needed to �t the data.

Figures 5{7 show the t-ratio diagnostics on this speci�cation. Comparing these three

�gures to to Figures 2{4 shows how the increase in the common value of the exponent

diminishes many of the problems with the �t. The scores for the parameters associated

with �xt�1 are reduced to to insigni�cance as are many of those for the parameters of Rxt�1:

Perhaps the most noticeable improvement is in the Hermite scores (Figures 7 versus Figure 4)

indicating that higher value of the exponent generates higher order non-Gaussianity in the
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data.

Interestingly, the top versus the bottom panels of Figures 6 and Figure 7 show that

the adjustments to the standard errors of the scores matter. There are several scores with

quasi-t-ratios below 2.0 in magnitude in the top panels but would be judged statistically

signi�cant on the basis of the bottom panels. If, for reasons of computational limitations,

the quasi-t-ratios are used, then caution is needed in evaluating quasi-t-ratios just below 2.0,

and the overall chi-square goodness of test should be used to protect the inference.

6 Conclusion

Our purpose in this paper has to been to explore the use of EMM diagnostics to guide the

determination of the speci�cation of a continuous time model for �nancial data. In the

empirical work, we show how the scores of the score generator provide speci�c guidance on

which features of the data the �tted SDE accommodates well and which features it misses.

This information can be quite useful in determining the directions along which to expand

the model. There is one key caveat. We have shown how to adjust the speci�cation of

the SDE in order to accommodate better the score function of a particular score generator,

which takes the form of a semiparametric ARCH model. Though this score generator is a

reasonable data descriptor, it would not emerge as the best �tting model from a complete

and exhaustive search. Such a search is well beyond beyond the scope of this paper, but

preliminary evidence (not reported here) indicates that it would detect additional features

of the data beyond those captured by semiparametric ARCH. As discussed at length in

Tauchen (1995), it is imperative to ultimately confront the SDE speci�cation to the score

function of this larger model in order to avoid speci�cation error. That e�ort would entail

using the EMM diagnostics in much the same way as considered in this paper.
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Figure 1. Interest Rate Data. The top panel panel is the Three Month Treasury Bill Rate, the middle

is the Twelve Month Treasury Bill Rate, and the bottom is the 10-Year Constant Maturity Treasury Bond

Rate, weekly, January 5, 1962{March 31, 1995.
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Figure 2. Location Function Diagnostics for Exponent=.5. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores

corresponding to the parameters of the location function de�ned in (2.1) for the estimate of the SDE de�ned

in (5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:50 0.50 0:50): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted t-ratios

de�ned in (3.2).
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Figure 3. Scale Function Diagnostics for Exponent=.5. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores corre-

sponding to the parameters of the scale function de�ned in (2.2) for the estimate of the SDE de�ned in

(5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:50 0.50 0:50): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted t-ratios de�ned

in (3.2).
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Figure 4. Hermite Polynomial Diagnostics for Exponent=.5. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores

corresponding to the parameters of the Hermite polynomial de�ned in (2.3) for the estimate of the SDE

de�ned in (5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:50 0.50 0:50): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted

t-ratios de�ned in (3.2).
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Figure 5. Location Function Diagnostics for Exponent=.8. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores

corresponding to the parameters of the location function de�ned in (2.1) for the estimate of the SDE de�ned

in (5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:80 0.80 0:80): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted t-ratios

de�ned in (3.2).
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Figure 6. Scale Function Diagnostics for Exponent=.8. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores corre-

sponding to the parameters of the scale function de�ned in (2.2) for the estimate of the SDE de�ned in

(5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:80 0.80 0:80): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted t-ratios de�ned

in (3.2).
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Figure 7. Hermite Polynomial Diagnostics for Exponent=.8. t-ratio diagnostics on SNP scores

corresponding to the parameters of the Hermite polynomial de�ned in (2.3) for the estimate of the SDE

de�ned in (5.1){(5.2) with  = (0:80 0.80 0:80): Top: quasi-t-ratios de�ned in (3.3). Bottom: adjusted

t-ratios de�ned in (3.2).
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